At Access Education our aim is to provide you with revision in MORE VCE subjects at MORE locations with GREAT VCE presenters and GREAT notes... and all at an affordable price!

With 19 years experience, Access Education offers the greatest choice of VCE subjects and venues throughout metropolitan Melbourne and across regional Victoria.

This brochure and its offers are exclusive to SAM Schools and cannot be distributed outside of the school.

In this brochure you will:

☑ ACCESS OUR VCE UNITS 3 & 4 EXAM REVISION LECTURES
In 2013 our VCE end of year units 3 & 4 revision lecture program will cover 24 of the most popular subjects at 10 different locations throughout Melbourne and Regional Victoria. Each session is 2½ hours.

**Exclusive price for SAM Schools:** $27 per student per lecture when booking a group of 5 or more tickets in one transaction from the End of Year Program.

☑ ACCESS OUR ESSENTIAL ENGLISH LECTURES FOR UNITS 3 & 4
In 2013 our Essential English Program has been extended to now include more texts selections. The program has been designed to cover all three sections of the exam and you select which texts and contexts are relevant to you. Each session is 1½ hours.

- Text Response – Analysis and essay for List One texts
- Contexts – Interpretation and prompts and how to use texts effectively
- Language – The all important skills of language analysis

**Exclusive price for SAM Schools:** $20 per student per lecture when booking a group of 3 or more tickets in one transaction from the Essential English Program.

☑ ACCESS MORE INFORMATION
phone: 9530 0336 or 1300 338 222
email: vce@accesseducation.com.au
www.facebook.com/accesseducationaustralia
www.accesseducation.com.au
WHAT WILL YOU ACCESS?

ACCESS EXPERIENCES


Exclusive price for SAM Schools: $27 per student per lecture when booking a group of 5 or more tickets in one transaction.

ACCESS EDUCATION

for greater confidence and better results

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Closing date for bookings is two business days prior to the lecture date. Early bookings are advisable as sessions can book out. Group discounts cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. A service fee of $10 per ticket applies to any cancellation. Cancellations requests will only be considered when a written cancellation request along with the applicable tickets have been received at the Access Education Office two full business days prior to the relevant lecture date. No cancellation request will be considered if it has been received after this time. The organisers reserve the right to vary the advertised program. Venue location and campus maps can be found at our website. Venue maps are sent out with the lecture entry tickets. A complimentary teacher ticket may be requested when five or more student tickets are booked by a teacher or school. Teacher tickets are subject to availability. For a full list of terms and conditions please refer to our website www.accesseducation.com.au

For more information or to book a lecture visit

www.accesseducation.com.au  email: vce@accesseducation.com.au
phone: (03) 9530 0336 or 1300 338 222  fax: (03) 9532 7850

VCE UNITS 3 & 4
EXAM REVISION LECTURES

In 2013 Access Education will offer up to 24 subject lectures at 10 locations throughout Melbourne and regional Victoria. These 2½ hour lectures are an intensive overview specifically designed to help you study and get the most out of your exams.

- A team of highly experienced lecturers that are experts in their fields
- General and subject specific exam strategies
- Tips to better understand and tackle exam questions
- Extensive and detailed 2½ hour exam revision lectures
- Subject specific study notes prepared by your lecturer
- Pointers on previous year’s exam pitfalls
- A greater level of confidence

See booking form for lecture session dates, times and venues
ESSENTIAL ENGLISH
FOR VCE UNITS 3 & 4

In 2013 our Essential English Program has been extended to now include more texts selections. The program has been designed to cover all three sections of the exam and you select which texts and contexts are relevant to you. Each session is 1½ hours.

Text Response – An in depth analysis of the most popular VCE List One texts for 2013; A Christmas Carol, Henry IV Part One, Cosi, On the Waterfront, Ransom, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, Twelve Angry Men, Year of Wonders.

Context – A specialised exploration of each of the four contexts and advice on successfully writing in context. Each Context lecture will draw examples from all related texts, please see our website for further details. The contexts are; Encountering Conflict, Identity & Belonging, The Imaginative Landscape and Whose Reality?

Language Analysis – Enhance all the language analysis skills you have developed throughout the year.

ACCESS EXPERIENCES

Lecturer had an incredible knowledge of the text, sharing his own ideas with us, yet encouraging us to discover the text ourselves.

Chairo Christian College. Insightful, detailed yet explained with simplicity, gave extra recourses and ideas. Thank you. The presenter was very interesting and enthusiastic and had a great understanding of the text. I was really nervous about my English exam but I now feel confident. Thank you. Short. Sharp. Intense - but never overwhelming. I wish he was my teacher.

Exam strategies
> A greater level of confidence
> Extensive and detailed 1½ hour lectures
> Tips to be understand and tackle exam questions
> Concise text specific revision notes prepared by your lecturer
> Pointers on previous year’s exam pitfalls and strengths
> A team of highly experienced lecturers that are experts in their fields
> Exclusive price for SAM Schools: $20 per student per lecture when booking a group of 3 or more tickets in one transaction

For more information or to book a lecture visit
www.accesseducation.com.au email: vce@accesseducation.com.au
phone: (03) 9530 0336 or 1300 338 222 fax: (03) 9532 7850

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Closing date for bookings is two business days prior to the lecture date. Early bookings are advisable as sessions can book out. Group discounts cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. A service fee of $10 per ticket applies to any cancellation. Cancellations requests will only be considered when a written cancellation request along with the applicable tickets have been received at the Access Education office two full business days prior to the relevant lecture date. No cancellation request will be considered if it has been received after this time. The organisers reserve the right to vary the advertised program. Venue location and campus maps can be found at our website. Venue maps are sent out with the lecture entry tickets. For a full list of terms and conditions please refer to our website www.accesseducation.com.au
Tax Invoice  
ABN 28 216 941 748

Mail Form and Payment to  
One Plus One Management Pty Ltd trading as Access Education, PO Box 2600, Caulfield Junction Vic 3161

This group order form is for approved SAM schools booking 3 or more tickets only. Bookings must be made by the authorised SAM contact teacher or coordinator. Please indicate the number of tickets required by subject at your chosen venue/s. This form is not to be distributed outside of the school. Forms may be photocopied or downloaded. Check our website for session outlines, school group booking form and further presenter information at www.accesseducation.com.au

Booking Details

First name
Surname

☐ Teacher  ☐ Student – Year 11  ☐ Student – Year 12

Ticket delivery address

Suburb / location

Postcode

Phone
Email address
School name

The above address is a ☐ school OR a ☐ home address.

Payment Options

☐ School Order No (if applicable)

☐ Cheque/Money order for $  
Made payable to Access Education  
PO Box 2600, Caulfield Junction Vic 3161

☐ Please charge $ to Credit Card [details below]

☐ Visa  ☐ Mastercard

Expiry date ___ / ___  CCV______

Cardholder’s name
Cardholder’s signature

Total lecture tickets required

☐ Group tickets (3 or more tickets) @ $20 per student per lecture $  

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE  
all prices include GST $  

A GREATER LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE
ACCESS SUBJECTS

Accounting, Biology, Business Management, Chemistry, Economics, EAL (formerly ESL), English, English Language, Food & Technology, Further Maths, Geography, Health & Human Development, History Revolutions, IT Applications, Legal Studies, Literature, Maths Methods, Outdoor Education, Philosophy, Physical Education, Physics, Psychology, Specialist Maths, Visual Communication Design

ACCESS VENUES

Ballarat, Bendigo, Berwick, Bundoora, Clayton, Gippsland, Melbourne, Peninsula, Shepparton, Wodonga

ACCESS TEAM

Our lecturers are all highly regarded experts in their fields. Many have been lecturing with us since 1994. All are assessed, reassessed and reviewed after EVERY lecture to ensure that you get the best possible presentation.

To view our presenters biographies please visit www.accesseducation.com.au and go to ‘Our Team’ which can be found under ‘About Us’.

LITERATURE

Michael Toomey
BA (Hons), DipEd, ED, Head of English, St John’s Regional, Dandenong and author

MATHS METHODS

Kevin McMenamin
BScEd, GCMME, PDMME, Head of Maths, The Peninsula School

Raymond Rozen
BSc(Hons), Dip Ed, Grad Dip Comp Sci, Mathematics teacher RMIT Technical College

OUTDOOR AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Simon Hussey
BBus, Grad DipEd, Grad Dip Ed Outd Ed, teacher and House Leader, Parade College

PHILOSOPHY

Lenny Robinson-McCarthy
BA, Dip Ed, PhD, Chief Examiner of Philosophy

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Ken Holmes
BScScC, DipEd, DipProfCouns, ED, teacher and Senior School Teaching and Learning Leader, Catholic College, Sale

Sally Nelson
BAppSc, Grad DipEd, ED, Physical Education teacher and Head of Health and PE, Carey Grammar School

PHYSICS

Nick Howes
BEng (Hons), BSc (Hons), PGCE, Senior Physics teacher and Head of Senior Science, Caulfield Grammar School, Caulfield Campus

Sandro Kazi
BEng Elect(Hons), BSc(Hons), DipEd, Maths and Physics teacher, Melbourne Girls College

Steve Treadwell
BEd, Grad DipEdSci, Head of Science, Beaconsfield College, Berwick Campus

PSYCHOLOGY

Ross Down
BA(Psych), DipEd Admin, Psychology Coordinator, Sandringham College

Kyle Hand
BSc, Grad DipEd, Student Manager and Head of Psychology Dept, Bendigo Senior Secondary College

Ken Holmes
BScScC, DipEd, DipProfCouns, ED, teacher and Senior School Teaching and Learning Leader, Catholic College, Sale

Kate Lefel
BA, BTeach(Hons), Senior Psychology teacher, Wesley College

Bronwyn Miller
BA(Soc Sci), Grad DipEd, Psychology teacher and Teaching and Learning Manager, Bendigo Senior Secondary College

Wesley Tankovich
BAppSc (Psych), BTeach (Sec), Senior VCE and IB DP Psychology teacher, Wesley College

SPECIALISED MATHS

Raymond Rozen
BSc(Hons), Dip Ed, Grad Dip Comp Sci, Mathematics teacher RMIT Technical College

VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN

Amy Devereux
BA (Art History) BVA, Grad Dip Ed, Teacher at Strathmore Secondary College

ESSENTIAL ENGLISH PROGRAM

SEE OVER PAGE